
Crafty Easter

Fingerprints make for a great base on 
many crafts. This craft takes a small 
yellow fingerprint and turns it into a 
cute Easter themed artwork.

A painted landscape forms the base of 
the artwork, then adding small details 
to the yellow fingerprints you get a 
cute scene of chicks.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/fingerprintchicks.pdf

Time to add a bit of bling to egg decorating. 
These three different techniques will bring a 
bit of sparkle to the season.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/glameastereggs.pdf

Bingo can be a fun game for all ages. 
This craft puts a simple Easter spin on a 
traditional pass time. 

Easter bingo replaces the numbered 
balls with coloured plastic eggs in 
different combinations. Then using 
handmade score cards you can play 
this fun little game.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/easterbingo.pdf

Easter can be a fun time for giving and 
these carrot containers make any gift a 
little more whimsicle.

Using the template on card you can 
make the base of the container. Fill 
it with treats then tie up with green 
ribbon and you have a great gift .
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/carrotgiftbox.pdf
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Easter Treats

Rice bubble treats are a great addition 
to any party. Add an egg shaped 
mould and this classic treat becomes 
one fit for Easter.

The basic recipe uses only four  basic 
ingredients - butter, rice bubbles, 
marshmallows and gel food colouring. 
All the ingredients are mixed together 
then molded into eggs.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/ricebubbleeastereggs.pdf

Cookies always make for a tasty 
snack. This recipe takes a basic cookie 
recipe and shapes them into bunny 
paw prints. 

Make them for your own delight or 
package them up and gift them.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/bunnyprintcookies.pdf

Easter themed food doesn’t always 
have to be sweet. These savoury 
snacks are not only delicious but also 
cute.

Wrapping basically any filling with 
pastry, adding some small details and 
you have a cute little snack.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/minichicksnacks.pdf

Rice Bubble Easter Eggs

Bunny Print Cookies

Hot Cross Scones

Mini Chick Snacks

Add some colour this Easter with these 
yummy hot cross scones.

A scone base is mixed with sprinkles 
to add some colourful magic to these 
morsels. Add an icing cross to the top 
and then you have made your very 
own adaptation of the hot cross bun.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/hotcrossscones.pdf

Links
Check out the OSCN craft 
page oscn.nz/activities   for 
more ideas

Check our pinterest page 
pinterest.nz/jooscn
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Wanting a more permanent craft to 
commemorate ANZAC well this is just 
the thing.

Taking a rock and decorating it with a 
fingerprint poppy and a personalised 
message makes for an individualised 
item to remember those who fought 
for our freedom.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/anzacrockcraft.pdf

Peg Soldiers

ANZAC Rock Craft

Wooden pegs can make many cute 
characters. In this case they are used 
to create mini replicas of the brave 
soldiers of the wars.

A wooden peg is the base of the craft, 
then using coloured yarn or string to 
make the outfit. Add a few more little 
details to finish it off.
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/pegsoldiers.pdf

Bonus - ANZAC Crafts

ANZAC Poppy
ANZAC WreathRed poppies have been an icon for 

ANZAC since the early 20th century. 
The poppy is used as a mark of respect 
to remember those who fell during the 
world wars.

This craft is to make a simple red 
poppy that can be used on its own 
to remember or combined in other 
ANZAC crafts of rememberance .
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/anzacpoppies.pdf

During many ANZAC ceremonies a 
wreath is often placed as a sign of 
respect. Traditionally they were made 
from laurel branches but ours uses a 
few basic craft resources.

The base of the wreath is made from a 
card circle covered with  paper poppies 
to create a beautiful wreath. 
 
Instructions found at 
oscn.nz/files/anzacwreath.pdf
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